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Concept 
High Concept 

Heart of the Incendium is a two-dimensional (2D) vertical platformer game where the player builds their 

own path to the top of the Incendium tower, by freezing their enemies and using them as platforms.   

 

Figure 2: Concept sketch of Syberia approaching the Incendium 
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Game Description 

Heart of The Incendium places the player in the role of Syberia, a winter witch who is trying to obtain 

more power by acquiring the Dragon’s Heart, a magical treasure located at the top of the Incendium. 

The game follows the traditional gameplay style of vertical platformers, where the player jumps from 

platform to platform in order to reach the top of the level. In addition, the game includes puzzle 

elements, environmental hazards, and dangerous enemies that try to stop Syberia during her journey. 

The game is unique in the fact that the player, in the role of the brave witch, has access to her powerful 

ice abilities. Those abilities allow her to freeze enemies and turn them into frozen platforms, which the 

player can use to reach previously inaccessible places. In this way, Heart of The Incendium allows players 

to feel the satisfaction of building their own path to victory.  

Game Goals & Features 

The game’s main goal is to reach the top of the tower and obtain the Dragon’s Heart jewel. For that, the 

player needs to complete the three levels that comprise the tower, overcoming the obstacles on the 

way. Secondary goals include reaching checkpoints to save progress, and collecting gold coins and jewels 

scattered through the levels. 

To accomplish her goals, Syberia uses her magic powers to freeze enemies, perform double-jumps, and 

activate magic switches on her way to the top of the tower. 

Story Synopsis 

Heart of The Incendium challenges the player to be fast and thoughtful. In the game, the player helps 

the winter witch Syberia in her quest to find the ultimate magical treasure, the Dragon’s Heart. Evyndor, 

an ancient dragon, used to keep the powerful jewel in the Incendium tower, his lair, and hoard it with 

his stash of treasures. After finding out about his death, Syberia travels to the tower to claim the jewel 

for herself. 

Style and Tone 

Using elements of medieval fantasy combined with cartoonish traits, the visual style of Heart of The 

Incendium provides a fantasy-themed context, where the player feels the challenge and excitement of 

being able to perform ice spells while fighting to conquer the legendary tower. Utilizing blue color 

schemes to depict player-friendly elements and red color schemes to identify threats, the game echoes 

the classic dichotomy between ice and fire. Magical creatures, treasures, and the tower build up an 

immersive environment around the player. In addition, the cartoonish elements of the visuals help 

reduce the game’s seriousness, increasing the range of people that can enjoy the game.   
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Gameplay Minute 

 

The player must get to the top 
of the tower, but dangerous 

enemies and hazards as well as 
elaborated puzzles block the 
way up. The door at the top-

left remains closed. 

 

The player jumps the lava pit, 
avoiding instant death and 

collecting a coin. 

 

The player shoots an ice shard 
at the first enemy (Hotfeet). 

Figure 3: General game level 

Figure 5: Shooting an enemy 

Figure 4: Avoiding lava 
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Hotfeet freezes, turning into a 
platform. Then the player can 

proceed to higher ground. 

 

The player jumps on top of the 
frozen enemy and then to the 

upper platform, collecting 
another coin. The green switch 

is off. 

 

The player shoots an ice shard 
at the switch. 

Figure 6: Making a platform 

Figure 7: Continuing upwards 

Figure 8: Shooting the switch 
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The switch freezes and turns 
on. The door at the top-left 

opens. 

 

The player double jumps to the 
next platform, collecting the 
other coin and shooting the 

flying enemy. 

 

The enemy freezes and turns 
into a new platform. 

Figure 9: Switch freezes, opening the door 

Figure 10: Shooting another enemy 

Figure 11: A new platform 
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The player jumps on the frozen 
enemy (platform) and uses it to 
reach the door, progressing to 

the next room. 

 

Table 1: Gameplay minute 

 

Story/Backstory 

Heart of The Incendium places the player in the role of Syberia, a winter witch trying to increase her 

power by obtaining a treasure known as the Dragon’s Heart. 

Thousands of years ago, Evyndor, the dragon, built the Incendium, an epic tower that served as his lair 

and where he kept his countless treasures. Among those treasures is the Dragon’s Heart, which rests at 

the top of the tower. This jewel enhances the magic powers of whoever possesses it. In order to protect 

his fortune, the mighty dragon enchanted the tower with powerful spells and set dangerous traps and 

monsters to guard it. 

After residing in the tower for many centuries, Evyndor eventually succumbs to old age. This provides 

Syberia with the perfect opportunity to climb the tower and retrieve the Dragon’s Heart. However, upon 

reaching her destination, she realizes that this is more difficult than she expected. Evyndor’s magic still 

pervades the tower, resulting in fires that still burn throughout the floors, traps that still work, and 

monsters that patrol the halls.  

The witch relies on her ice magic to face the threats, build her path to the top, and finally conquer the 

Incendium.  

Figure 12: Reaching the door 
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Gameplay 
Core Gameplay Mechanics 

Player control 

 

 

A button
Space bar

RunJump Ice shard

Double jump

Idle
Left/Right joystick or D-Pad

Left Right directional key or A/D keys

X button
Left Ctrl key

A button
Space bar

Maintain Left/Right joystick or D-pad
Maintain Left/Right directional keys or A/D keys

Left/Right joystick or D-Pad
Left Right directional key or 

A/D keys

X button
Left Ctrl key

Move in air

Maintain Left/Right joystick or D-pad
Maintain Left/Right directional keys or A/D keys

Xbox 360 controls

PC Controls

X button
Left Ctrl key

X button
Left Ctrl key

Maintain Left/Right 
joystick 

or D-pad
Maintain Left/Right 

directional keys 
or A/D keys

  

Figure 13: Player interaction flow chart 

Jump 

The player can jump by using the A button in the Xbox 360 controller or the space bar in the keyboard. 

Syberia jumps up to her height, and the player has complete control while in the air with the Xbox 360 

left stick and the D-PAD (Xbox 360), or the directional keys and A and D keys in the keyboard. The height 

of the jump is equal to Syberia’s height. This is the basis for the Witch Height measurement, or WH. 

Double jump 

Syberia can perform an extra jump while in the air. The player needs to press the A button (Xbox 360) or 

space bar (keyboard) while in the air, which leads to Syberia performing another jump from the position 

where she is now. The height of the second jump is also one WH, so Syberia can jump a maximum of two 

WH total. 

Ice shards 

Syberia can shoot ice shards at enemies, which freeze them and allow her to use them as platforms. In 

order to throw an ice shard, the player can press the X button or the left control key. The player can 

throw ice shards while running and jumping. The ice shards follow a straight trajectory, and disappear 

after travelling for 2 WH. 
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Player’s Objective 

 Primary 

o Complete the game by reaching the top of the tower and collecting the Dragon’s Heart. 

 Secondary 

o Collect the coins distributed across the floors of the Incendium. 

o Collect the jewels hidden through the levels. 
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Main Character 

  

Figure 14:  Concept of Syberia the Winter Witch 

Syberia is a powerful Winter Witch who wants to maximize her power by obtaining the mysterious 

Dragon’s Heart. As a witch, her abilities are purely magical, and she is capable of creating and shooting 

ice shards that freeze any living creature that they hit. She can also perform a double jump, which helps 

her reach very high places that would be unreachable for any person. Her brave spirit has brought her to 

the Incendium, an especially dangerous place for her because of its fiery traps and enemies. However, 

she is determined to obtain the Dragon’s Heart, and allows nothing to get in her way as she climbs the 

tower. 

 Age: 20 

 Gender: Female 

 Height: 5’ 6’’ 

 Eye Color: Blue 

 Hair Color: Blue 

 Race/Nationality: The Winter Kingdom 

 Currently Living At: The Winter Tower 
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 Job Title: Witch 

 Powers and Abilities: Syberia is able to shoot ice shards that freeze her enemies. Her witch 

powers also help her perform impressive double jumps. 

 Her goal: As a witch, she wants to expand her abilities and develop them to the fullest. Her ice 

skills are what define her as a witch. In the witches’ world, the more powerful your spells are, 

the more recognition you get. 
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Player Movement/Interactions 

The player interacts with the world in three ways: by running, jumping, and by shooting Ice Shards.  

 

Table 2: Interaction summary 

Movement 

The player uses the left stick or D-pad to move Syberia in the Xbox 360. With the D-pad and the stick, 

the player can move Syberia left or right. Moving the stick in any other direction does not have any 

effect on her. Syberia does not have any acceleration and she immediately moves at a full speed of 2.5 

WH/s whenever the player uses the move controls. If the player stops pushing the stick or pressing the 

D-Pad during Syberia’s movement, she stops immediately. The same applies to the keyboard controls, 

where the player has to press the left/right arrow keys or the A and D keys to move Syberia left/right. 

 

 

Figure 15: Simple jump 

 

 Reach Speed Delay 

Height Length 

Running - - 2.5 WH/s - 

Jump 1 WH Based on 
Syberia’s velocity 
+ control in the air 

2.5 WH/s - 

Double jump 2 WH Based on Syberias 
velocity + control 
in the air 

Depends on 
control in the air 

- 

Ice Shard Constant, 0.7WH 
from Syberia’s 
feet 

5 WH 3 WH/s 0.5s 
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Jump 

Syberia can jump at any time if she is on the floor. To make Syberia jump, the player presses the A 

button (Xbox 360) or the space bar (keyboard). Syberia’s jump height is 1WH, independently of how long 

the player presses the jump button. If Syberia is moving when the player presses the jump button, her 

velocity at the time affects the jump’s reach. Syberia can also perform a second jump while in the air, 

allowing for a maximum amount of two jumps in a row without touching the floor. Therefore, the 

maximum height Syberia can reach by double jumping is 2 WH. The player can also control Syberia’s 

direction while in the air, by using the movement controls. 

 

Figure 16: Double jump 
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Ice Shards 

The player can use Syberia’s ice shards by pressing the X button (Xbox 360) or the left Ctrl key 

(keyboard). Syberia can use these powers at any time and at no cost, however there is a delay of 0.5s 

between ice shards, so that Syberia cannot shoot them continuously. Whenever the player presses the 

Ice Shard button, Syberia shoots an ice shard in the direction she is facing. The ice shard travels at a 

constant speed, in a horizontal line, and starts from a height equal to 0.5WH from where Syberia’s feet 

are at that moment. The Ice Shard’s speed is 3 WH/s, and the shard disappears after travelling a 

distance equal to 5 WH. If the shard hits a solid object –such as a wall or an enemy- while moving, then 

the shard disappears instantly. 

The player can use the ice shards for two things: freezing enemies and activating switches. More details 

about the ice shards’ effects on enemies and switches in the skills section and the objects section. 

  

 

Figure 17: Ice Shards 
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Enemies/Secondary Characters 

Evyndor, the Dragon (Story) 

Evyndor was a powerful dragon that built the Incendium tower with the purpose of guarding his 

treasures. He had looted an immense amount of gold, gems and other valuable items during his long 

lifetime. Evyndor’s most precious treasure is the Dragon’s Heart, a magic jewel that he kept safe on the 

top of the tower. After guarding the tower for many centuries, Evyndor died due to old age. His skeleton 

drapes across the tower’s exterior, assuring that no one forgets his presence anytime soon. 

 

  

Figure 18: Evyndor’s skeleton 
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Hotfeet 

The Hotfeet is a small fireball sprite that guards the Incendium tower walking endlessly around its 

corridors. Its fragile and gentle appearance deceives the ones that invade the tower:  a single contact 

with its flames can burn the careless. Hotfeet are very numerous and occupy all floors of the tower. 

 

 
 

 
Height: ¾ WH 
Width: ¾ WH 
Eye Color: White with black iris 
Skin Color: orange 
Currently Living At: The Incendium tower 
Job Title: Incendium’s guardian 
Powers and Abilities: constantly on fire, it 
burns whoever it touches 
Goals: to guard its dead master’s tower, killing 
any invader 
Movement pattern: Walk from left to right on 
a predetermined area. When they reach the 
limit of this area, they turn around and start 
walking on the opposite direction. They do not 
fall off cliffs or get out of their predetermined 
path. 

Figure 21: Hotfeet info 

 

  

Figure 20: Concept art for Hotfeet 

Figure 19 Hotfeet in-game 
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Aggressive Hotfeet 

The sadness and anger derived from their master’s death can sometimes have surprising consequences 

on the Hotfeet physiology. When Hotfeet get filled with anger, they become Aggressive Hotfeet, a more 

threatening version of the regular Hotfeet. Aggressive Hotfeet walk normally around the level, until the 

player approaches them, at which point they start walking a lot faster.  

 

 

 

 
Height: ¾ WH 
Width: ¾ WH 
Eye Color: White with black iris 
Skin Color: orange 
Currently Living At: The Incendium tower 
Job Title: Incendium’s guardian 
Powers and Abilities: they can walk faster 
than a regular Hotfeet 
Goals: to guard its dead master’s tower, killing 
any invader 
Movement pattern: Same as Hotfeet, but they 
start running when the player gets close to 
them. They do not follow the player; they just 
walk faster, following their regular walk 
pattern. 

Figure 23: Aggressive Hotfeet info 

Drake 

Drakes are flying bat-like minions, which guard the Incendium along with Hotfeet. These one-eyed 

creatures watch the tower, biting intruders that get close to them. Drakes’ particular shape allows them 

to move fast and fly in different patterns through the rooms of the tower. 

Figure 24: Drake 

 
 

 
 
 
Height: ¾ WH 
Width: 1 WH 
Eye Color: White with black iris 
Skin Color: Yellow, with orange tones 
Currently Living At: The Incendium tower 
Job Title: Incendium’s guardian 
Powers and Abilities: Flight 
Purpose: to guard its dead master’s tower, killing 
any invader 
Movement pattern: left to right, up and down, 
and square-shaped patterns 

Figure 25: Drake's info 

Figure 22 Aggressive 
Hotfeet 
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Enemy In-Game Details 

Both enemies (Hotfeet and Drake) move around in their predefined areas, guarding the tower. They do 

not directly attack the main character, only hurting Syberia when they collide with her. The following 

table and figures present their detailed characteristics (check Health System/Checkpoint System for 

more information): 

Enemy 
Height X Width 

(WH) 

Movement 
speed 

(WH/s) 
Moving pattern Interaction pattern 

Hot-Feet ¾ x ¾ 0.5 

- Walks horizontally 
- Predefined cycle/path 

- Walks on top of 
platforms 
- Does not fall. Turns 
around when it reaches 
the end of the path. 
- Damages the player 
when they collide  

Drake ¾ x 1 0.75 

- Flies vertically, 
horizontally and 
diagonally 
- Predefined cycle/path 

- Damages the player 
when they collide  

 

Figure 26: Enemies’ information 

 

  

Figure 27: Hotfeet movement pattern 

Figure 28: Drake movement patterns 
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Skills System  

Ice Shards 

Syberia can shoot an ice shard in front of her, which follows a horizontal trajectory. The ice shard travels 

at a speed of 3 WH/s for 5 WH and then disappears. If the ice shard hits a solid object then the shard 

also disappears. There is a delay of 0.5s after shooting an ice shard, during which Syberia cannot shoot 

any more ice shards. Syberia’s ice shards do not evolve during the game, and they always reach the 

same distance and follow the same trajectory.  

Velocity Goes through solid 
objects/enemies 

Trajectory Reach Delay between 
Ice Shards 

3 WH/s No Straight, horizontal 5 WH 0.5s 

Table 3: Ice Shard's properties 

The ice shards have two uses: freezing enemies and activating switches. 

Freezing enemies 

If the Ice Shard hits an enemy, then the enemy freezes and becomes an ice platform. Syberia can use 

these ice platforms to reach places that are out of her reach in normal circumstances. Both Hotfeet and 

Drakes unfreeze sometime after they freeze (see table below for exact times). Four seconds before an 

enemy unfreezes, it starts shaking to warn the player, and continues shaking until it unfreezes. 
 

Table 4: Ice Shard effect on enemies 

Enemy Effect Transforms 
enemy into 

platform 

Enemy unfreezes Size of enemy 
when frozen 

Hotfeet Frozen for 14 
seconds, with a 
shaking animation 
playing after 3 
seconds to warn 
the player 

Yes Yes 1 WH wide * 
0.5WH tall 

Aggressive 
Hotfeet 

Frozen for 7 
seconds, with a 
shaking animation 
playing after 3 
seconds to warn 
the player 

Yes Yes 1 WH wide * 
0.5WH tall 

Drake Frozen for 7 
seconds, with a 
shaking animation 
playing after 3 
seconds to warn 
the player 

Yes Yes 2 WH wide * 
0.5WH tall 
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Enemy States 

Enemy 
(normal state)

Frozen enemy (serves as 
platform)

Shaking animation 
starts

Hit by Ice Shard

3 seconds before unfreezing

Unfreezing 
animation starts

After 3 seconds

Unfreezing animation ends

 

Figure 29: Enemy states 
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Figure 30: Freezing Hotfeet 
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After 7 seconds

 

Figure 31: Freezing Drake  
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Activating switches 

Syberia can encounter magic switches in the tower. The switches, created by Evyndor, block the doors of 

the tower, and stay active even after his death thanks to the fire magic flowing inside them.  

For a more detailed description of the switch mechanism, check the Switches section. 

 

Objects System 

Doors 

At the end of each level, Syberia enters a door that brings her to the next level. There are two types of 

doors in the game: locked doors and unlocked doors. Syberia can use the unlocked doors at any time.  

 

Figure 32: Unlocked door 

      

Figure 33: Locked door 

There is a switch associated with each locked door. When Syberia hits the switch with an ice shard, it 

deactivates and the door unlocks for fifteen seconds. After this period, the switch reactivates, and the 

door locks again. 
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Switches 

When Syberia shoots an ice shard at a switch, the switch deactivates, unlocking the door for fifteen 

seconds. Once ten seconds have passed, the switch shakes to signal that it is about to unfreeze, similar 

to frozen Drakes. After five more seconds have passed, the switch plays an unfreezing animation and the 

door locks again. 

 

Figure 34: Switch mechanics 
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Lava pits 

Pools of lava have accumulated throughout the floors of the tower. Syberia can jump and create 

platforms over them, but falling in them means instant death. After falling into a lava pit, Syberia 

respawns at the nearest checkpoint or the beginning of the level if she has not yet reached a checkpoint. 

 

Figure 35: Lava pit 

 

Spikes  

Spikes reside on the walls and floors of the level. Syberia cannot walk on them, and touching one results 

in losing one heart of the health meter and Syberia bouncing back from the hazard. She can jump over 

them, however, and make platforms above them. 

 

Figure 36: Spikes 
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Platforms  

There are two types of platforms in the game: moving and not moving platforms. Not moving platforms 

can be either part of the level, or frozen enemies. Moving platforms are also present in all of the levels, 

and their movement follows simple patterns, such as up-down movements and left-to-right movements. 

All of the platforms are solid, meaning that Syberia cannot go through them or jump up from 

underneath them.  

Figure 37: Standard platform 

 

 

Figure 38: Frozen Drake platform 

 

 

Figure 39: Frozen Hotfeet platform 
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Pickups System 

In Heart of The Incendium, the player collects two different items during the levels: the gold coins and 

the jewels. Both of them have only score effect. By the end of each level, there is a screen showing the 

number of pickups collected against the total presented in the level. In the final level, is the final 

collectable, the Dragon’s Heart. Picking up the Dragon’s Heart is mandatory in order to finish the game. 

Item name/icon Description How many per level 

Coin 

 

Coins are a collectible item 
found in the tower. They are 
much more numerous than 
jewels, and help guide the 
player through the levels. 

70-100 depending on level 

Jewel 

 

Jewels are less numerous but 
more valuable than coins. 

Collecting them is risky, as their 
locations involve hard 

maneuvers. 

3 

Dragon’s Heart 

 

The Dragon’s heart is the 
ultimate goal, waiting for the 

player on top of the Incendium. 
The player must collect this 

item to finish the game. The last 
level continues playing until the 

player picks this up. 

Level 3 1 

 

Table 5: Pickups info 
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Health System 

The game’s Health System utilizes a discrete number of Health Points, represented by frozen hearts in 

the HUD. Syberia has three frozen hearts, which means she is able to handle two non-instant death hits 

before dying. Each non-instant death threat that hits Syberia reduces one heart from her health meter. 

After the third hit, Syberia dies. Moreover, when Syberia collides (touches) a Lava Pit, she 

instantaneously dies. The following table describes all the possible hits that Syberia might suffer. Every 

time Syberia dies, the level restarts from farthest checkpoint reached or, if she has not reached a 

checkpoint yet, from the beginning. 

 

 Table 6: Hazards info 

 

   

Threat Type Hit Type Effect 

Hotfeet Enemy - Direct contact 
(collision) with player 
- Non-instant death 

Syberia loses one 
heart 

Drake Enemy - Direct contact 
(collision) with player 
- Non-instant death 

Syberia loses one 
heart 

Fire Spikes Environmental Hazard - Direct contact 
(collision) with player 
- Non-instant death 

Syberia loses one 
heart 

Lava Pit Environmental Hazard - Direct contact 
(collision) with player 
- Instant death 

Syberia dies 
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Checkpoint System 

 

 

Figure 41: Activated checkpoint 

The checkpoints are mirrors that hang on the walls of levels. When Syberia touches a mirror, Syberia’s 

face appears on it, showing that the checkpoint has activated. When restarting from a checkpoint, a 

player maintains all the collected coins and jewels, which do not respawn with the level restart. Syberia 

can only activate checkpoints once. If she activates several checkpoints and she dies, Syberia goes back 

to the one that is closer to the level’s end. 

Heart of The Incendium gives the player an infinite number of lives. No matter how many times the 

player dies, Syberia will still respawn into the level. The Pause option allows the player to quit the game 

or restart the level from the beginning whenever wanted. 

  

Figure 40: Checkpoint 
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Camera 

The camera follows Syberia both horizontally and vertically, going up and down (if Syberia is umping) 

and left and right (following Syberia’s movement). The camera offers a front view of the level in 2D, and 

has a size of 8.5WH wide by 5WH tall. When Syberia gets close to the walls of the tower, the player can 

see part of the outside, represented by a black background. 

 

 

Figure 42: Size of camera view 
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HUD 

 

Figure 43: HUD 

The HUD displays all of the information that the player needs to know on the top of the screen. The 

bottom of the screen does not contain any information, so that Syberia can see where she is 

walking/jumping on at any time. 

The top left corner displays Syberia’s health and number of coins. Because Syberia is constantly 

gathering coins throughout the level, and her health varies as she collides with enemies of hazards, 

these two values are the ones that change more frequently. The top left corner is a typical position for 

platformers to display information about the character’s health, and the players usually look at it when 

they need to find important information. 

The top right corner contains information about the jewels collected in the current level. Since they are 

part of the extra features of the game, and less frequent than coins and hearts, they are not in the top 

left corner with the essential information. Separating them from the health and the coins also helps the 

player understand that they are a special item. 
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Health (Hearts) 

 

 

Figure 44: Health as shown in the HUD. In this example, Syberia has lost one heart. 

Syberia has a total of three health units or hearts. All the hearts are of a bright blue color when Syberia 

has not taken any damage. When she takes damage from an enemy or from a hazard, Syberia loses a 

heart, which means that one of the hearts in the HUD gets darker. The hearts get darker from right to 

left, until Syberia runs out of lives and goes back to a checkpoint, where she recovers all of her health 

and the hearts go back to their bright blue color. 

 

  Coins  

 

Figure 45: Coins as shown in the HUD 

The coin counter increases by one each time Syberia collects a coin. The counter contains a coin icon, 

and a number that represents the number of coins that Syberia has gathered in a specific level. The 

counter goes back to zero when Syberia starts a new level. Since Syberia does not lose her coins when 

she dies, the counter remains the same even if she loses all her health and goes back to a checkpoint.  

 

Jewels 

 

Figure 46: Jewels as shown in the HUD 

The jewel icons are on the top right corner of the screen. Since the number of jewels is variable, the 

number of icons on this area varies with the level. At the beginning of each level, all of the icons have a 

grey tone, indicating that the player has not collected any jewels yet. Once the player collects a jewel, 

one of the jewel icons changes its color to a bright green.  
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Controls 

The main movements that the player can perform in the game are jumping, moving and shooting. In 

order to move, the player can use either the left stick (Xbox 360), the D-pad (Xbox 360) or the arrow 

keys (PC). The player can also jump by pressing the A button (Xbox360) or the A key (PC). While in the 

air, the player can control Syberia with the left stick (Xbox360), the D-pad (Xbox360), the arrow keys (PC) 

or the A and D keys (PC).  

Syberia’s main attack is the Ice Shard. Syberia can only shoot Ice Shard directly in front of her, following 

a straight trajectory. In order to shoot an ice shard, the player can press the X button (Xbox 360) or the 

Left Ctrl key (PC).  

Xbox 360 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: Xbox 360 controls info 

 

Figure 47: Xbox 360 controller 

 

  

Player Action Key 

Move left/right Left analog stick, Directional pad 

Jump A 

Double jump 
Press A a second time while in the 
air 

Shoot Ice Shards X, Right trigger 
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PC 

In the PC, the player controls the character by using the keyboard. The player uses the left and right 

directional arrows or the A and D keys for moving the witch right and left, the Space Bar to jump, and 

the left Ctrl key to shoot Ice Shards. While performing a jump, the player can double jump by pressing 

the Space Bar key again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8: PC controls info 

 

Figure 48: PC controls  

Player Action Key 

Move left/right 
Left and right directional keys OR 
A and D keys 

Jump Space Bar 

Double jump 
Press Space Bar a second time 
while in the air 

Shoot Ice Shards Left Ctrl key 
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World Layout 
Game World Overview 

The tower has three floors in total. Each of the floors introduces a new element to the gameplay, which 

can be either a new hazard, enemy, puzzle or a new type of platform. The connection between the 

levels is linear, and in order to access a floor the player needs to complete the previous one. 

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

 

Figure 49: World overview flow chart 
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Level Descriptions 

Level 1:  Entrance Hall 

Gameplay Overview 

“Entrance Hall” represents the first floor of the Incendium. There, Syberia learns about the tower’s first 

threats and how some of its magical elements work. From the gameplay perspective, this level teaches 

the basic game mechanics: movement, jump and shoot. The player also learns about the first enemy 

(Hotfeet), and the possibility of turning it into a platform, as well as the first non-instant death obstacle 

(Spike). Moreover, the “Entrance Hall” shows coins and jewels for the first time as well as teaches the 

player the checkpoints mechanism and moving platforms. 

Environment Concept 

Figure 50: Concept for the first level, "Entrance Hall" 
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Overview Map 

 

Figure 51: Overview map for the "Entrance Hall". 
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Overview Key 

 
Figure 52: Legend for the Overview map. 
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Walkthroughs 

Area 1.1 Map 

 

Figure 53: Area 1.1 - the game begins. 

Gameplay 

 Syberia begins the level in the left-bottom corner of the map. She jumps (1 – Player learns how 
to jump) to the next platform, collecting the first coins; 

 Syberia keeps walking to the right and encounters the first set of spikes (2 – Player learns about 
spikes). She jumps the two consecutive sets of spikes and moves up, utilizing the platforms. 
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Area 1.2 Map 

 

Figure 54: Area 1.2 - First encounter with an enemy and hidden jewel on the path. 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia moves to the right, advancing until she finds the first enemy (1 – Player encounters the 
first enemy, Hotfeet). She has two alternatives: jump over Hotfeet, avoiding it or shoot an ice 
shard, freezing it. In the second case, the player may learn about Frozen platforms, but that is 
not guaranteed; 

 Syberia advances through the left side of the level, collecting the first jewel (2 – Player learns 
about the jewels). After that, she goes back and jumps to the next platform; 
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Area 1.3 Map 

 

Figure 55: Area 1.3 - Double-jump is mandatory. 

Gameplay 

 Syberia jumps to the left platform, avoiding the enemy; 

 Then, she double-jumps to reach the higher platform (1 – Level forces the player to learn/use 
the double-jump); 

 Syberia jumps over a series of obstacles (two sequences of spikes), alternated with Hotfeets. She 
may use  an ice shard to freeze enemies from a long range or wait for the right moment to jump, 
avoiding the enemies (2 – Player’s second chance of learning about frozen platforms); 

 Syberia may want to risk a double jump (fall followed by jump) to catch the Jewel and go back 
safely to the platform (3 – Player’s risky opportunity to acquire one more jewel); 
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Area 1.4 Map

 

Figure 56: Area 1.4 - The mirror, first checkpoint in the game. 

Gameplay 

 Syberia keeps advancing to the left, jumping through platforms and collecting coins; 

 Then, she encounters a magical mirror that stores her health (1 – Player’s first encounter with a 
checkpoint, automatically saving their progress and fully recovering the character’s health); 

 Syberia jumps to the next platforms to reach the next area (1.5) 
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Area 1.5 Map 

 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia must cast her ice magic to freeze the enemy and use it as a platform, in order to 
progress (1 – Player must use Ice Shards to turn Hotfeet into a frozen platform and, then, jump 
on top of it. After that, the player performs a double-jump to achieve higher platforms); 

 Syberia executes the same movement patterns to progress through the area – avoid enemy 
contact, freeze them and use them as platforms to go up (2 – Player must get used to using 
enemies as platforms); 

 Syberia may use a combination of fall, followed by jump or small jump, followed by double-jump 
to reach the risky jewel in the right of the screen (2a – alternate path, Player risks getting the 
character damaged by the spikes in order to take the jewel. After that, the game takes back its 
main path); 

 Syberia double-jumps to avoid Hotfeet. She freezes the enemy to use as a platform to advance 
(3 – Hard timing/space puzzle); 

Figure 57: Area 1.5 - Enemies as frozen platforms is mandatory. 
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Area 1.6 Map  

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia encounters the first moving platform (1 – Player learns about moving platforms). She 
times her jump not to fall in the spikes; 

 Syberia gets down, avoiding spikes and the Hotfeet. (2 - Sequence of moving platforms to 
strengthen the player’s knowledge about them); 

 Syberia encounters another jewel (3); 

Figure 58: Area 1.6 - Go down carefully. 
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Area 1.7 Map 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia moves up the level, freezing the Hotfeets and using them as platforms. She avoids the 
spikes that hang on the tower’s walls (1 and 2 – Player must build his path to the top, freezing 
the enemies in the right position); 

 Syberia advances to the unlocked door, going to the next level (3 – Player learns that a blue 
(unlocked) door represents the end of the level). 

  

Figure 59: Area 1.7 - Build your own path. 
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Color Swatch/Palette 

 
  

Figure 60: Color palette used in the Level Concept 1. 
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Level 2:  Lava and Ice 

Gameplay Overview 

Syberia had her first impressions of the tower during the first level. In “Lava and Ice”, she faces stronger 

enemies and even more threating hazards. The player must use the previously learned skills to 

overcome the more complicated challenges, which involve switches, locked doors, lava pits, and the 

flying enemies, Drakes. 

Environment Concept 

 

Figure 61: Syberia advances through her journey. The Incendium reveals itself even more dangerous. 
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Overview Map 

 

Figure 62: Overview map for "Lava and Ice" level. 
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Overview Key 

 
Figure 63: Legend for Overview Map of "Lava and Ice" 
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Walkthrough 

Area 2.1 Map 

 

Figure 64: Area 1.1 - First encounter with Drake. 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia encounters Drake for the first time (1 – Player encounters the flying enemy for the first 
time). Syberia uses the ice shard to freeze the enemy and use it to jump through the next 
platforms (2); 

 Syberia may also advance to the right of the level, freezing/avoiding Hotfeet and going after the 
Jewel (2a and 3a – Player needs to freeze Drake and use the frozen platform to go up). After this 
alternate path, Syberia goes back and takes the main path again; 

 If the player freezes Drake in situation 1 and moves to the alternate path (2a and 3a), after going 
back to the main path, the player sees the frozen Drake moving again (first possibility to 
discover that Drakes unfreeze after a while); 
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Area 2.2 Map 

Gameplay 

 Syberia advances, jumping through regular and frozen platforms. The main path (1 and 2) 
reinforces the player’ use of Drake as a platform; 

 Syberia may take a risk and timing-related action to take the jewel (alternate paths 1a and 2a). 
She casts an Ice Shard through the wall’s role and freezes Drake (1a). Then, she uses the moving 
platforms to go around and the frozen platform to safely take the jewel and go back to the main 
path; 

 In the alternate path, if the player does not know that Drakes unfreeze after some time, he/she 
discovers that during the way. Otherwise, the player moves fast to get the jewel before the 
enemy unfreezes; 

 

Figure 65: Area 2.2 - One possible path to the top. 
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Area 2.2 Map 

 

Gameplay 

 This alternate path takes Syberia to face a very time-related challenge in order to acquire one 
the level’s jewels; 

 Through points 1, 2 and 3, the Player uses the shooting skill to freeze enemies and turn them 
into platforms, jumping on them to get to the top (there is no platform beyond enemies; 

 4 – Player gets the Jewel; 

 Then, Syberia goes back to the main (regular) path, collecting some coins – it is not possible to 
get back to the upper part from where Syberia jump; 

 This path also clearly shows another jewel below the floor. (Players) Achievers might want to go 
back and try to take that item; 

 

Figure 66: Alternate path - freezing Drakes to go up and get the jewel. 
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Area 2.3 Map 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia advances and faces Drakes flying in different patterns (1 – Player encounters Drakes 
moving in circular paths); 

 Syberia freezes them and move to the checkpoint, recovering health (2 – Player saves their 
progress); 
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Area 2.4 Map 

 The player might want to wait until the last frozen Drake unfreezes, to freeze it again while the 
enemy is its upper part of the path (2a). This allows the main character to jump on top of the 
frozen platform and take another jewel. 

Gameplay 

 Syberia encounters a threat that may kill her instantly: the Lava Pit; 

 1 – Player jumps the consecutive Lava Pits and goes to the moving platform, advancing in the 
game; 

  

Figure 67: Approaching lava pits 
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Area 2.5 Map 

Gameplay 

 Several different combinations of the Incendium hazards threaten Syberia; 

 She freezes the first Drake, using it as frozen platform (1); 

 Then, she freezes or avoids the Hotfeet walking next to the close hoard of Drakes; 

 2 – Player times the flying enemies’ movements, using the Ice Shards correctly to freeze one 
Drake after the other, while moving on top of them; 

 That leads Syberia to the switch; 
 
  

Figure 68:  Environmental hazards 
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Area 2.6 Map 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia activates the switch using her Ice Shards – the door color turns to blue (unlocked). The 
Player encounters the switch for the first time (1). The player may not know that it deactivates 
after some time, losing the right moment to go there for the first time. After that, the player is 
aware of the mechanism; 

 Knowing the mechanism, Syberia goes through steps 2 and 3, which are freezing the Drakes 
again (in case they are already back, defrosted) and jumping into the moving platform to get 
close to the upper Drake; 

 4 – Syberia freezes Drake and uses it as platform to reach the door (before it turns into red 
again) and move to the next level; 

 Regarding the switch/door mechanism, the player might want to get through the door while it is 
still red. In this case, nothing happens; 

 3a – Alternate branch: the player might perform a risk and time-consuming maneuver (during 
the switch activation, before or after that), to freeze the Drake and use it to get the jewel. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 69: Area 2.6 – Reaching the switch to unlock the door 
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Color Swatch/Palette 

 
  

Figure 70: Color Palette for concept art of "Lava and Ice" level. 
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Level 3:  Heart of the Incendium 

Gameplay Overview 

This level offers the ultimate challenge for Syberia, mixing all the hazards and enemies that she has 

encountered in the previous floors of the tower. Syberia does not have as many chances to walk on the 

floor as before, and she has to rely mainly on platforms and enemies in order to progress. The level also 

uses the lava pits in a riskier way, so that the player needs to be careful if he wants to avoid an instant 

death.  

The game ends when Syberia reaches the Dragon’s Heart room and solves a puzzle, where she has to 

jump between  

Environment Concept 

 
Figure 71: Concept art for level 3 
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Overview Map 

 

Figure 72: Level 3 Overview 
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Overview Key 

 

 

Figure 73: Legend for Level 3  
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Walkthrough 

Area 3.1 Map 

 

Figure 74: Area 3.1 map 

Gameplay 

 Syberia encounters a series of moving platforms; she uses her jump and double jump (1- player 
practices jumping between moving platforms) to reach a safer area.  

 Syberia freezes two enemies (2- player remembers how to use enemies to build paths) and 
reaches the next part of the area. 

 Syberia jumps over two sets of spikes and reaches the next area by using a moving platform.  
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Area 3.2 Map

 

Figure 75: Area 3.2 map 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia encounter a new hazard for the first time (1- easy challenge where player learns about 
the Spears of Justice and its mechanics). In order to avoid the spears that come periodically from 
the wall, Syberia has to double jump over them. 

 Once Syberia reaches the platforms area, she can access the next area after a small jumping 
section (2- simple jumping challenge) 
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Area 3.3 Map 

 

Gameplay 

 Syberia freezes some drakes in order to build a path that brings her to the top of the section. 

While going up, she avoids the spears of justice located on both walls. (1- player encounters s a 

more complex challenge involving platforms and the new hazard of the level.) 

 Syberia can try to do a risky double jump from the last platform in order to get the jewel (1a- 

Syberia encounters an alternate path where she has to take a risk to obtain the jewel) 
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Area 3.4 Map 

 

Figure 76: Area 3.4 map 

Gameplay 

 Syberia has to avoid the Spears of Justice by hiding in the holes, and jumping from hole to hole 
when it is safe to do so. (1- Syberia learns a new way of avoiding the Spears of Justice). 

 Syberia encounters jumping puzzle, where she has to avoid drakes while jumping over spikes 
and Spears of justice. (2- challenge that combines the new mechanic with old ones in an easy 
way) 

 Syberia jumps on the platform at the end of the corridor, which is moving. The platform brings 
her to the top of the area, where she can move on to the next area 

 3- Syberia can access a secret area where she can get a jewel. While climbing up the platforms, 
Syberia can freeze the drakes so that they protect her from the spears of justice on the walls. 
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Area 3.5 Map 

 

Figure 77: Area 3.5 map 

Gameplay 

 After the difficult challenges faced in Area 3.4, Syberia encounters an easy section. She can save 
her progress by using the magical mirror, and get to the end of this area by avoiding the spikes. 
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Area 3.6 Map 

 

Figure 78: Area 3.6 map 

Gameplay 

 The difficulty increases again, and Syberia has to avoid Spears of Justice while jumping over lava 
lakes. (1- the player encounters a new challenge that mixes both Spears of Justice and lava) 

 2- In order to move to the next floor, Syberia needs to freeze a drake that she uses as a 
platform. 
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Area 3.7 Map 

 

Figure 79: Area 3.7 map 

Gameplay 

 In this area, Syberia has to freeze the drakes in order to build a path to the top. The moving 
platforms on the sides offer some protection from the Spears of Justice located on the walls. 
However, it also makes it difficult to predict when the Spears are going to reach the middle 
section of the room, so Syberia needs to be very careful. (1- the player encounters a challenge of 
high difficulty, in preparation for the last part of the level). 

 1a - A risky double jump offers the player the chance to collect a jewel. If they miss, they can fall 
into the lava and die instantly. 
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Area 3.8 Map 

 

Figure 80: Area 3.8 map 

Gameplay 

 This area offers the final challenge before finding the Heart of the Incendium. As soon as Syberia 
stands on top of the platform with the magical mirror (1, the platform starts moving up.  

 While on the platform, Syberia has to avoid the Spears of Justice located on the walls (2, which 
are part of the moving platforms, making them extremely unpredictable.  
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Area 3.9 Map 

 

Figure 81: Area 3.9 map 

 

 

 Syberia enters the room from the bottom. Once the platform she is on reaches (1, it stops, 

blocking the room’s entrance. 

 In the final puzzle, Syberia has to activate three switches. When the three of them are active at 

the same time, Syberia can access the Dragon’s Heart and finish the game. 

 To reach the switches, Syberia has to use enemies as platforms while avoiding the Spears of 

Justice that come from the walls. 
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Color Swatch/Palette 

 
Figure 82: Palette for level 3  
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Menu System 

 

Figure 83: Menus flow chart 

Installation 

The Unity installer handles installing Heart of the Incendium. It uses the icon below, which pictures the 

tower and the Dragon’s Heart jewel. 

 

Figure 84: The installer icon 
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Title Splash Screens 

Heart of the Incendium has two splash screens, the Guildhall screen and the studio screen. 

 

Figure 85: The Guildhall splash screen 

                

Figure 86: The studio splash screen 
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Main Menu  

Main Menu Options 

1. New Game 

2. Load Game 

3. Options 

4. Quit 

 

Figure 87: The main menu 

Options/Controls Screen 

The options menu allows the player to check the controls, view the credits, and exit back to the main 

menu. 

 

Figure 88: The options menu 
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Credits Screen 

The credits screen lists the names and titles of the team members. The player accesses it from the 

options menu. 

 

Figure 89: The credits screen 

Exit/Pause Screen 

The player can pause the game at any time. Pausing the game brings up the pause menu, which pops up 

over the screen. Here the player can view the controls, restart the level, return to the game, or exit to 

the main menu. 

 

Figure 90: The pause menu 
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Level-to-Level Screen 

Every time the player finishes a level, the game presents a “Level-to-Level” screen, showing: 

 The number of coins collected out of the total in the level; 

 The number of jewels collected out of the total in the level; 

 The name of the next level. 

 

The art concept for the screen follows: 

 

Figure 91: Concept art for the transition between levels. 
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